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           Fairies of the Sea are found near oceans 
and seas.  They aid us in creating positive magic 
aligned with our highest good.   If you live near the 
ocean or sea, and have felt drawn to the water for 
healing,  you may have already seen these fairies as 
sparks of Light on waves.  .  



At the sea or ocean, you can best bring the fairies' 
attention to your intentions by working with them at the 
shoreline during different phases of the tides.  You can 
invite their assistance for  healing,  love,  cleansing  
and  releasing.

Following scheduled tides for High tide, Low tide, Ebb 
tide etc., will optimize their magic help!   Check 
"Tides" on your computer or in the newspaper for the 
times of different tides.  

The Highest tide comes at the same time as the full 
moon.  This is the best time for healings and love.  Ebb 
tides, the receding tide, is best for releasing negativity, 
cleansing, purification.   The in-coming tide is best for 
new beginnings, new aspirations, etc..  Low tide is best 
for meditation, reflection, asking questions and 
receiving guidance.

At the appropriate time, go to the shoreline and invoke 
the fairies using any gentle, polite words of invitation 
for their magical assistance.  State your heartfelt 
intention silently then write your intention or a symbol 
of it into the sand near the water's edge.  

Request the fairies assistance.  Sit quietly watching the 
water wash over your writing in the sand.  When you 



feel ready,  turn away from the shorline and walk 
away without looking back.  Know your intentions are 
understood and you are now being assisted.  

Express thanks to the fairies for their magic and help!  

  To release or get rid of something troubling,  
invoke the fairie's help,  select a small stone from the beach, 
and while holding it in your hand project your troubles, or 
whatever needs to be released into the stone.  When the stone 
is fully saturated,  throw it into
 the receding water (water returning to the sea).  This is best 
done during Ebb tide.
Thank the faires for assistance releasing/freeing you from 
troubles, negativity or whatever was projected into the stone.  
Turn away from the shoreline and walk away without 
looking back.  Know you are being aided.  Express thanks!

How To Receive and Send The Empowerment

Receiving the empowerment:

Do any preparations you wish. 
When ready simply state:  



"I now accept Fairies of the Sea Empowerment from 
---name of sender---."  
Express thanks!  Allow  15 minutes to receive the 
empowerment.

Sending the empowerment:

Please use any method preferred, or simply connect to 
your Higher Self, the fairies and state:  
"I now intend to send Fairies of the Sea Empowerment 
to ---name of student---." Thank you!

      Blessings,  Gina

    
        
 


